
While masks are currently optional, MCCO will adhere to venue and CDC guidelines. If a mask were to be required 

during performance, it MUST be black, with no design or logo. Singer’s masks differ from the standard surgical 

and cloth masks you may have been wearing in that they have a structured design that positions the fabric away 

from the mouth to prevent interference with singing or breathing.  

Listed below are a FEW of the many Singer’s Masks available for purchase. You can also search the internet or 

Amazon for other options.  

Notes Website Graphic example 
JW Pepper offers a number of singer's masks at 
different price points (Face Masks under Equipment 
& Accessories/PPE). A few have sizing options so one 
can purchase a mask that bests fits their face. The 
one pictured to the right is by Protec and comes in 3 
sizes. There is also one called the Sing-Safe Singer's 
Mask and another called the Performance Series Face 
Mask 

https://www.jwpepper.com/
sheet-music/face-masks-for-
musicians.list 

 

This mask has an internal structure that keeps it away 
from the lips and mouth so you can draw a deep 
breath without sucking in your mask. There are darts 
at the chin and nose it won't fall off or gap when you 
open wide to sing ahhh or ohhh vowels. Comes in 3 
Adult sizes 

https://www.mymusicfolders
.com/product/resonance-
singers-mask-with-
disposable-biofilters/ 

 

 Southeastern Performance Attire offers an adult 
mask with space around the mouth allows 
comfortable speaking and singing and a flexible nose 
bridge for a better fit & adjustable elastic ear straps 

https://sepapparel.com/healt
h-and-safety/voice-
masktm.html 

 

VLEE masks create a protective covering without 
touching the nostrils or mouth, thus allowing for free 
breathing and speaking. A series of sliding straps 
along the back of the mask increase comfort without 
sacrificing safety.  

https://www.vleedesigns.co
m/shop/beni-shoga-6zss4-
gfgpj-aj5g5-fp46t-l5rnx-
ypzsa-epsme   

KF94 or KN95 masks offer more space between the 
mouth and fabric than standard surgical mask design 
but not as much as other singer’s masks They are 
disposable and come in black Available on Amazon   
If you or someone you know sews, Joan Fearnley (aka 
sopranojoan) has created patterns and tutorials 
available on her YouTube channel. In one of her 
videos she demonstrates singing with a mask. She has 
also created a Facebook group “Masks for 
Performers” where patterns are shared.  

  

SopranoJoan 

https://www.youtube.com 
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